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AbstractAn exact method for solving a class of concave transportation problems which reflect economies 
of scale is presented. By exploiting concepts of dynamic programming and an analysis of the nature of the 
recursion, an analytic representation of the optimal allocation at each stage has been developed. This 
completely avoids the impossible storage requirements of higher dimensional dynamic programming. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The ordinary Hitchcock transportation is concerned with finding the combination of amounts to 
be shipped from a set of sources to a set of destinations which minimizes a linear cost function 
subject to constraints relating to supply and demand. However, departures from linearity are 
common in real world applications. Indeed, even departures from convex cost functions are the 
more applicable and interesting cases. Linear cost functions assume that costs are independent of 
the amount shipped, a circumstance that rarely applies. If costs increased with the amount 
shipped, then we would have a convex cost function. While such cases are known, they are not 
common. A case of great interest, but unfortunately the most intractable to deal with 
mathematically, is that of the case where there are economies of scale, i.e., the costs of shipping 
tend to decrease as the amount shipped increases. For this case, we have a concave cost function. 
Such a concave cost function, when restricted to a convex set, may possess many local optima. 
This is what makes the problem difficult to solve. 
The problem to be considered in this paper is a version of the concave transportation problem. 
Specifically, we address the following problem: 
min 2 = 2 2 fii(xii)xij 
i=l j=l 
g xii = s, i = 1,2, . . . , m 
gxii=ri j=l,2,...,n 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
xii 2 0, all i, j (4) 
In (l)-(4), xii represents the amount to be shipped from source i to destination j. s, is the amount 
on hand at source i and rj is the required amount at destination j. The functions fij(.) are assumed 
to be non-decreasing piecewise linear concave functions such that, if I, denotes the set of 
non-negative integers and R, denotes the non-negative real line, then hi(.) are defined as: 
Ji : R, II I,, -+ I,, 
i=l,2,...,m 
j=1,2,...,n 
A typical fij(.) is shown in Fig. 1. The non-decreasing piecewise linear concave functions will 
be defined only for integral values of Xi], since if si, i = 1, 2,. . . , m and rj, j = 1, 2, . . . , n are 
integers, the xij will take on only integral values. Any continuous concave function of the type 
under discussion can be suitably approximated by a piecewise linear approximation. 
Multiplication by an appropriate scalar will yield the property set forth in (5). 
We shall assume that z is bounded and that the constraints (2)-(4) define a convex set with at 
least one feasible integer point. 
Previous approaches to non-convex programming problems have typically involved the use of 
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Fig. 1. A non-decreasing piecewise linear concave cost function 
branch-and-bound methodology (see e.g. [2], [3]). The approach taken in this paper is quite 
different as will become apparent in the description in the next section. It is related to some 
previous work on integer programming [I]. 
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
The general idea of the proposed algorithm is to search candidate hypersurfaces for lattice 
points. This proceeds roughly as follows. For each of the fij(.), a linear underestimator is easily 
determined so that the problem given by (l)-(4) can be solved as a linear transportation problem. 
Suppose the optimal value of the objective function for this linear approximation problem is z”. 
In addition, let the optimal value of the objective function for (l)-(4) be designated z*. It is clear 
that z* 2 z’. The basic idea behind the hypersurface search algorithm we propose, is to start at 
the transportation problem solution and search the hypersurface Z E fii(xij)xii = [z”] (where [aI 
i=, j=, 
indicates the least integer greater than or equal to LY) to see whether or not it contains any feasible 
lattice points. If it does, we are done. If it does not, we move the hypersurface in a direction 
n 
parallel to itself and then search the hypersurface 5 Z fii(xii)xij = [z”] + 1. Since fil(.) was 
I=, I=, 
defined as in (5) and if all si and rj are integers, then z i fii(X;i)X;i will be integral as will the xii 
i-1 j=, 
If the hypersurface 2 2 f(xij)xij = [z’] + 1 contains at least one feasible lattice point, we are 
I=! j=1 
done. If it does not, we continue the process. This procedure is clearly finite. Since the convex set 
defined by (2)-(4) was assumed to contain at least one integer point, we must eventually find it. 
We summarize the notation we will use: 
z* = optimal value of the objective function in (1) 
z” = optimal value of the objective function for transportation problem using linear costs (see 
Fig. 1) and constraints (2)~(4) 
zk =[z”]+k, k=O, 1, 2, . . . 
S = {Xii 1 i Xii = Si, Vi A ii Xij = rj, Vj A Xii 2 0, Vi.,} 
j=1 i=l 
In addition, it is clear that each of the linear segments that make up the piecewise linear function 
(see Fig. 1) Ji(.) has the form 
fij (Xii) = UtjXij + bij. 
To distinguish which linear segment we refer to, we shall use a third subscript v. Therefore 
fijc = UijuXij + btjtx v=l,2,...,V (6) 
Correspondingly, for each line segment it will be the case that: 
(7). 
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Hypersurface search algorithm 
1. Solve the transportation problem 
min 2, = jJ 2 ciixij 
i=, j=, 
2 Xij = Si i = 1,2, . . . , m 
~xii=ri j=l,2,...,n 
xii 2 0, all i, j 
(8) 
where cii = fijv/uijv. We designate the optimal value of the objective function 2’. 
2. Lower bounds for each xii are zero, i.e., iii, = 0. Upper bounds for each xii are min(s,, I;), 
i.e., uijV = min(si, ri). 
3. Find all combinations of xii, i = 1,2,. . . , m ; j = 1,2,. . . , n which satisfy: 
0 5 X;j I u,jv, all i, j (9) 
xii integer, all i, j 
4. If no integer valued vector {xii)” can be found, increase k by 1 and return to Step 3. If at 
least one {x~~}~ is all integer, go to Step 5. 
5. If at least one of the {xii}’ E S then we are done. If for all {xii}‘, {Xij}k E S, increase k by 1 
and return to Step 3. 
We may note that since the Set S in non-empty, bounded and contains at least one integer 
point, the finiteness of the algorithm is guaranteed. How efficient such an algorithm can be 
depends very strongly on how Step 3 is carried out. Steps 1,2,4 and 5 are self-evident. It should 
be noted that the constraints of the problem, (2)-(4) do not explicitly enter into Step 3. They are 
used only in Step 5 to check feasibility, and also to determine upper bounds. In the next section 
we consider an approach to solving the problem of Step 3. 
3. HYPERSURFACE SEARCH BY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
We shall now consider how we may employ a problem formulation and solution method that 
utilizes dynamic programming methodology. We wish to deal with the following problem. 
Find all combinations of x,~, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n which satisfy: 
g 2 hi (xii )Xij = 21, 
where 
0 I xij I UijV i = 1,2, . . . , m 
xiiinteger j=l,2,...,n 
fij (Xij) = Uij”Xij + bijw v=l,2,...,V 
lij” 5 xii I Uij”, v = 1, 2, . . . ) v 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
We shall assume that Iii, = 0 in all cases. We shall further assume, without loss of generality, that 
all, is such that for some v = p, 
XII = 
A - bl,, 
~ = integer, 
allp 
A integer (13) 
This assumption results in a great simplification in the computational equations to be derived. If it 
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is not true in the problem as stated, we can append to the problem a variable x I0 such that a I0 = 1, 
blo = 0 and force this variable to be zero in the final solution by adding a constraint of the form 
xl0 = 0 to the set of constraints (2)-(4). 
We may formulate the problem stated in (10) in the following manner. 
,n n 
min 2 = C C ~j(xij)xij 
,=I j=, 
2 2 h(X~ih = z* 
0 5 x,j I L&j” i=1,2,...,m 
(14) 
xijinteger j=1,2,...,n 
The fact that we already know the minimum value of z for the problem given in (14), viz., zk, does 
not render (14) a trivial problem, since what we seek is to determine whether or not there exists a 
set of integer xii satisfying the constraints of (14). 
The problem stated in (14) can be solved by means of dynamic programming. Since the 
objective function and the single structural constraint of (14) are separable and non-decreasing in 
the variables xii, the sufficient conditions for invoking the principle of optimality and deriving a 
dynamic programming solution are satisfied (see 141). Before applying the principle of optimality 
to derive the recursion formulae, we define some notation we require. 
Sij, = set of indices 2’ = 1,2,. . . , V for ii(*) 
R.qt = C C .fIj(UijV) + ,$, jxj(UsjV), s > 1, t=1,2,...,n i=, j-1 
Applying the principle of optimality to the problem given by (14) yields the following 
recursion relations for the optimal return functions. 
where p E SIIu 
s=1,2,...,m; stf 11 
t=1,2 ,...,n (16) 
A = 0, 1,2,. . . ) A,, 
where &,,(A) = min ([*I, ustU). 
The subscript st - 1 on g,,_, in (16) is meant to be read as “one less than St”, i.e., if m = 3, 
n = 4, gz,-, = g,,, g3,_l = gz4, etc. i.e. the g,, functions are numbered sequentially across the rows 
beginning with gl,. We use g,,, rather than g,, in (16) since gst(h) = m~~vg,,,.(A). 
The usual dynamic programming approach would be to calculate 
gst(A),x%(h) A =0,1,2,...,& 
fors=1,2 ,..., m;t=l,2 ,..., n - 1, where x 5, (A) is the value of xat which produced g.,*(A) for 
each value of A. Finally, we would calculate g,, (zk) and x Z,,, (z~), assuming a solution exists. We 
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would then subtract f,,,” (x L,)x Z, from zk and find, corresponding to A = zk - fmn (x ,L)x Z,, in the 
tabulation of x Z,,_,(A), the value of x &,(zk -~,,,,,(x~~)x~~). This backwards process would 
yield successively, XL, XL_,, . . . , XT,. 
The principal objection to the approach delineated in the foregoing is the amount of storage 
required. While it is orders of magnitude less than what would be required by the simple-minded 
approach of using a state variable for each constraint of the original problem (l)-(4), the amount 
of storage required is still quite considerable. For each variable a vector x Z,(h) must be stored. 
Furthermore, there are often many alternate optimal values of x:,(h) which minimize 
GX,~ + b,,, +g+,(h - a,,,~,, - b,,,) and they must all be stored. Hence x?,(A) is actually a 
matrix, say of average dimension -[(u,*/2) x A,,]. Hence the total amount of storage required is 
m n-1 
approximately C C (uth,,/2). Even for relatively small problems, hundreds of millions of 
I=, t=, 
storage words might be required. 
In the following section, a set of equations will be derived which will give explicit formulae 
for xZt(A) for any A. Hence the need for a complete tabulation of x:,(A) will be eliminated 
entirely. Indeed, as will be seen, gst(A) need never be explicitly calculated. The reduction in 
storage is drastic and renders the hypersurface algorithm just described of practical use. The 
storage requirements, as will be seen, are minimal. The entire calculation process will be reduced 
4. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
The derivations that follow are concerned with obtaining a set of expressions that yield x Z, (A) 
by applying the recursion relations (15) and (16) to the following problem: 
min 2 = $ i hj(xii)xii 
i=, j=, 
0 I: Xij I Uijv i = 132, . * . ) WI 
(17) 
xiiinteger j=1,2,...,n 
It will be recalled that we assumed earlier that for some v = p, 
x11 = 
A -b,,, 
~ = integer 
allp 
In what follows equations are derived for the optimal allocations x:,(A), s = 1,2,. . . , m; 
t=1,2,..., II. The validity of these results is established in the lemmas which follow. 
LEMMA 1
A -b,,, 
x?,(A) = ~ = 
a1 Ip 
integer, 0 5 A 5 u, IV 
for some p E S1,, 
Proof. The dynamic programming solution which results from the application of the principle 
of optimality yields for a single stage (variable) process the following optimal return function: 
This must be the case since, in the backwards recursion, the first stage is reached last. If there is 
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an amount A left to allocate, then ulI,xII + btI, = A. Since we assumed that it will be the case 
initially, or can be made to be the case, that for some u = p, 
x11 = 
A - bll, 
~ = integer 
a11p 
and 11,, I x1, I: ull,, then the calculation of xi,(A) is a simple search over the possible values of XII 
to find the integer value. This concludes the proof. 
We emphasize again that in the Lemmas which follow, the subscript st-1 on g,,.l and A,,.1 
refers to the function g.,*_,(.) and A,,.,(.) or g9_,.,(*), A,.,,,(.) since the rows are numbered 
consecutively in this recursion. 
LEMMA 2 
x$(h)=O, Asa,,,+b,,,-lsA+~, 
v E SW 
s=l,2,...,m; t=l,2,...,n; st# 11 
Proof. Since the fil consist of piecewise linear segments, it then follows that: 
sst(A) = min g,,,(A). 
,505” 
Therefore, from the application of the principle of optimality of dynamic programming, we obtain 
the following recursion relations: 
gsr”Ol = min [a,,,~,, + b,,, + &-,(A - a,,,~,, - b,,,)l. 
I,*,Q,, ==&M(h) 
s=l,2,...,m 
t=1,2,...,n; stfll 
A = 0, 1, . . . , A,, 
where 
If we can show that ~2, = 0 for all v E S,,,, we are done. Consider &,,(A). BY definition, it is 
&,,(A) = min ([*I, &) 
(18) 
(19) 
However, by hypothesis, we have that: 
A 5 aatu + b,,, - 1 (20) 
Therefore, the maximum value of A is asr, + b,,, - 1. Substituting this value of A into (19) yields: 
&,,(A) = min 
([ 
astv + b,,, - 1 - b,,, 1 > , Ustv = 0. astv 
Since xst I &,,(A) = 0, we have established the result. 
LEMMA 3. We are given any pair of straight lines, y = mIxI + bl and y = mZx2 + bz with ml, m2, 
b,, b2 ro and such that the two lines intersect at a point (XO, YO) with XOZ- 1. If ml > m and 
b,<bz then m2+bzrml+bl. 
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Proof. Since x0 2 1 and bl, bz 2 0, then it follows that: 
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xo(bz- b,)r bz- b, (21) 
Since m,, m2, b,, bz 20 then ~“20. Therefore, we can add YO to both sides of (21) to yield: 
yo+ bzxo- b,xo> yo+ bz- b, 
which upon rearrangement becomes: 
yo - b, + bzxo 2 yo - b, + btxo. (22) 
Dividing (22) by x0 2 1, we have: 
Y~-b2+b2>yo-bi+b - I 
X0 X0 (23) 
or 
which was to be proven. 
LEMMA 4 
Xi,(A) = hA), k(A) + 1,. . . , &,~(h), fs&), . . . , &(A), . . . , &,,(A), 
aStV + b,,, I A I A,,-, for 
some p E S,,, 
S = 1,2,. . . , m; t=1,2,...,n; st# 11 
where 
fan(A) = 
I,,,(A) if &,,(A) exists 
- if &,(A) does not exist 
&,,(A) = 
&4A) if k,(A) exists 
- if &,(A) does not exist 
and 
Proof. By Lemma 3, we see that if A 2 astp + b,,,, then A 2 astu + b,,, for n = p - 1, 
p-2,...,1. 
However, this fact alone does not guarantee that [(A - b.,,,)/a,,,] for n = p, p - 1, . . . , 1 will 
necessarily be in the range I,,, I xSt 5 uStO. Bearing this in mind, we invoke the principle of 
optimality to derive the following recursion relations: 
gs,, (A > = min 
k,SXSC r&,“(h) 
[astvxSt +bSCU +g,,-,(A - asruxSt - b,,,)], v = 1, 2, . . . , v (23) 
where 
If [(A - bSc,)/a,,,] < I,,,, then &,,(A) will not exist. Hence for these cases no x?,(A) will exist. 
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However, if &,,(A) does have a minimum, then since A 5 A,,-, and A - ast~xXIU -L 2 0, 
u = I, 2,. . , p, we see that g.SI_I(.) will have values and be defined for all 5 in the range: 
L, s .$ I 6,,, except where &,,(A) does not exist. 
In other words, if we define: 
I,,, (A) if a,,, (A) exists i,*,(h)={ _ if 6,,,(A) does not exist 
&,,(A) = 
&,,(A) if 6,,,(A) exists 
- if a,,, (A) does not exist 
Then we have established that under the conditions of the hypothesis, that 
x:,(A) = hU, C,tdA)+ 1,. . . , &t,(A), k(A), . . . , k(A), . . . , &&A). 
LEMMA 5. Let 
xmin (A > = max 
A - (As,-, + 1) -b,,, 
I > 
I 
aStq 
7 al 
Then 
x$,(h) = x,,,,,,(A), x,,,;,,(A) + I, . . . , wst - 1, w\t, &-I < 1 s&c 
where 
q = {min v E ,%,/A - aStV -b,,, I L, + l} 
and 
wst = u,tv - e *, A Z- astv(u,tv - 0 *) + b,,, 
and 
s=1,2,...,m 
0 * = max [astv(ustV - 6) + b,,, - A] 5 0,6’ = 0,1,2,. . . , t=1,2,...,n 
0. V 
stf 11 
Proof. The application of the principle of optimality of dynamic programming results in the 
following recursion relations. 
gst, (A) = min [a,,,x,, + b,,, + g,,+l(,A - avtuxst - bstu)l, 
Ir,,-sXi* C&r, (*I 
2:=1,2,...,v 
IL-, < A 5 IL 
where 
&,,(A) = min ([+I, k) 
If we expand (24) we have: 
g,,,(A) = min [O+ b,,, + g,,-!(A - b,,:), a,,, + b,,, + g+l(A - asI, - b,,J,. . . , 
astlustl + b,,, + gSt-,(A - astlustl - b,,,), a.dSfZ+ bst? 
+ g,,+, (A - astzlsrz - bst2), . . : astrust + b,,z + gst-l(h - asl~u.,t~ - b.,tz), 
astvuscv + bstv - g,,~,(A - astvustv - b,tvN. 
(24 
(25) 
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Since A > A,,_, by hypothesis and by definition, g>*-,(.) is undefined for A > A,* -*, only those 
terms for which g,*-,(e) has an argument less than or equal to A.**+, are defined. Without loss of 
generality, we can take: 
(26) 
In addition, all of the following relations are a consequence of the characteristics of the Jib: 
Jj (UGV) > Jj (b,* 1) since U*jv > b,* 1 
fii(bs*J 2 b.s*, (27) 
Jj (UijV) 2 UzjV. 
Equations (26), (27) and A > A,*_, taken together imply that x z* (A) > 0, when they are substituted 
into (25). 
To determine the minimum value of x Z, (A), we note that since A > A.**+, and x f, (A) > 0, then 
A - asfuxs* -b,*, 5 A,*_, + 1 for some v = q E S,*, (28) 
therefore 
Xst L A - (A,,-I + 1) - bm 
(29) 
astq 
However, x,* must be an integer. Hence we can rewrite (29) as: 
A -(A,,-, + 1) - bm . 
a,*,, I 
In addition we know that x.** 2 l,,,. Therefore, we have that: 
x,* 2 max ([ A -(A,*-* + 1) - b,*, 1 1 I > Sk7 . arty 
(30) 
(31) 
If the max is taken on by IStq, then the minimum value of x.* is L,,. However, if the max is taken on 
by 
A -(A,*-, + 1) - bs*, 
astq 
then we know that since x?*(A) > 0 that 
A 2 A,*+, + 1 + astq + b.,*, (32) 
If we substitute A = right-hand side of (32) into (30) we then have 
X,r ~ A,*_, + 1 + ant4 + bs*, - As*+1 - 1 - b.i*, = 1 
a.Yta 1 . 
However, x,* cannot equal 1 when A = A,*-, + 1 + ascq + b,*, for then we would have: 
gsf_,(Asf_, + 1 + astq + b,,, - asrq - b,*,) = gs*-,(Ast.-I + I), 
which is undefined. More generally, if A = A,*-* + d, d > 0 and integer, then we have that: 
g.*,(A) = min [astslsra +b,*, + g,*+*(A,*+l + d - artqLlq - b,*,), 
asrq(lstq + l)+ b,,, +g,*+*(A,*-* + d - asts(L*, + I)- b,*,), . , 
astq&tq(A) + b,,, + g,*+,(A,*-* + d - as*$s*q(A) - &*,)I. (33) 
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The expression (33) for gSt,(A) will contain terms for which gstml(.) is not defined. This will occur 
precisely for those terms for which 
d > asrqlsrq + b,,,. 
This leads then to the minimum value for xft as: 
h-&-,+1)-b,,, +, 
a.Vr4 1 . 
This can be seen as follows. If d = astqLtq + b,,, + 1 then 
A -(A,,-, + 1) - by,, = A,~,_, + artqlsrq +b,,, + 1 -L-I - 1 - L = 1, \tq . 
astq 1 L aztq 1 
However, 
A - (A,,+, + 1) - b,,, > I 1 .)tq aslq 
Therefore, the minimum value is: 
A -(As,-, + 1) - b,,, + 1 
asts 1 
In summary then, the minimum value of x$,(h) is given by: 
XT,(A) = max 
A - (AsI- + 1) - bs,, 
. 
astq 
(34) 
Larger values of x?, will be permitted, i.e. for u > q, since A - a,,,x,, - b,,, will decrease as xSt 
increases and hence values of g+,(.) will exist for these arguments. However, there is an upper 
bound on x?,(A) for A+, < A 5 A,,. This will be called w,* and is derived as follows. If 
A 2 astvustv + b,,v, then clearly, the largest value of xSt is U,N. However, if A < astvustv + b,,“, we 
wish to find the largest value of xSt compatible with that value of A . We recall that when 
A 2 asrvusrv + bstv, the largest value of x,, is u,~*~. Let us now suppose that: 
A 2 asrvws, + b.,,, = asr, (ustv - O*) + b,,, (35) 
In order to make wSt as large as possible in (35), it is clear that: 
19* = max [actu(ustv -8)+b,,,-AlsO, 0=0,1,2,..., 
6 Y 
v = v, V-l,... 
In other words, 8* is the minimum value of 0 such that A 2 astawst -t b,,, = ast,(ustv - O*) + bstu. 
Then w., = usrv - B*. It is seen that when A 2 artvu.qlv + b,,v, O* = 0. 
We have not considered the possibility that wSt may be less than 
max 
A -(A.+, + 1) - b,,, + 1 l 1 1 9 SW . asrq 
The significance of this will be treated in two subsequent lemmas. 
THEOREM. The optimal returns x:,(h) for any A and s = 1, 2, . . . , m; t = 1, 2, . . . , n, which 
constitute a solution to (17) are given by: 
x?,(A) = 
A-b,,, -=integer, 05-h Iullv forsomep E SII, (36) a,* 
P 
x,*,(A) = 
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0, h 5 ast, + b,,, - 1 I A,,-,, v E S,,,; s = 1,2, . . , m; 
t=1,2,...,n;st#ll 
1^,,,(~), k(A)+ 1,. . . , &,,(A), i&A), . . . , &A), . . . , &(A), 
a,,, + b,,, I A I A,,+, for some p E S,,, 
s=l,2,. . . ,m;t=l,2,. . . ,n;stfll 
where l*,,,(A) = 
MA) if S,,,(A) exists 
- if S,,,(A) does not exist v 5 p 
&,,(A) if &,,(A) exists 
&,,(A) = [ _ if &,,(A) does not exist ’ 5 ’ 
artd6,,,(A)=min([~]II,~,,u,~,) vlp 
x,,,~, (A), x,,,~“(A) + 1, . . , wqt - 1, w,t &-~I < A < A,, 
where x,i,, (A I= max ([ A - (A,,-, + 1) - bw 1 > + 1 l , stq a,tq 
q = {min v E S,,,lA - astV - b,,, 5 A+I + 1) 
wst = u,,~ - 0 *, A 2 astv(u,tv - 0 *) + b,,, 
8*=~~x[a.tY(u,,v-8)+b,,,-A]~0 0=0,1,2,... 
s=1,2,...,m 
t=1,2,...,n 
st# I1 
undefined, A>&,,s=1,2, . . . . m;t=l,2, . . . . n; stfll 
(37) 
Proof. Lemmas 1, 2, 4, 5. 
In Lemma 5, we did not consider the possibility that w5* <x,+(A). We develop the 
consequences of this in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. lf wst < l,,,, A,,_, < A I h,, then xZt(A) is undefined and no solution exists. 
Proof. From the definition of the function f,t(.), we know that I,.,, 5 xst 5 u.?~~ and from 
Lemma 5, we have that wsI 5 ~4,~~. Hence, if w,* < I,,,, there can be no value of xTt satisfying these 
conditions and x T,(A) is undefined. 
LEMMA 7. If x,,,~, (A) = A (A,,-, + 1) -b,,, 
astq 1 + 1 and if w,,~x,,,~,(A), then asrs>k-I + 1. 
Proof. By hypothesis 
w 
Sf 
Since [cu] I a, we can remove the integer requirement of 
A - (A,,-, + 1) - b,,, 
&I” 1 
(38) 
in (38) and strengthen the inequality to obtain: 
w 
SC 
<A -(A.,,-,+ l)- b.,,,+, 
asrq (39) 
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Since asr4 >O, we can rewrite (39) as: 
A + l&t, - be, -(A,,-, + I) > usraw,,. (40) 
By definition, when II.,,_~ < A 5 I!.,~ we know that 
Since by Lemma 3: 
A 2 a,,,w.~, + b,,,, v 2 q. 
arruw.,t + b,,, 2 astqw.,t + b,,,, v 2 q. 
From (40)-(42) we see that: 
Rewriting (43) we have: 
which was to be proven. 
asrq - (h.,,.-l + 1) > 0. 
GtlJ > A,,+, + 1 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
LEMMA 8. If astq > A,,_, + 1, then g,,(h) is not defined for h = A,,+I + 1 + pa,ts + b,,,, p = 0, 1, . . . 
and XT,(A) is undefined. 
Proof. The dynamic programming recursion relations are, for v P q: 
t =1,2,...,n 
st# 11 
Since A > A,,-,, we let A = A,,+, + 1 + pa,,,, p = 0, 1, . We then have: 
g,V,,(A,,_, + 1 + pasry + b,,,) = min [artJFrrl + b,,, + g,tml(A,tmI + 1 +palq + L, - h,L - bAtqh 
astq(lstq + l)+ b,,, +g+I(A+,+ l+past, + kc, -uJlq(lsfq +I)- b,,,)...> 
a.&k,(h) + b,,, + s~t-hL-l + 1 +pastq + b,,, - artotktq(A) - &,)I (44) 
where 
i%,,(A) = min ([ A.+, + 1 + pastq + b,,, - b,,, aAtq (44) 
Consider the terms in brackets in (44). Since aVra > A,,_, + 1, all the arguments of g.+,(.) will 
either exceed the limit A,,_, and hence be undefined, or be undefined because the argument is 
negative. This will depend upon the relative magnitudes of p and x.$~. However, we will show that 
in no case can the value of the argument of St-I(.) be both less than or equal to A,,+, and also 
non-negative. This follows because the general argument of gYt_,(.) is 
A,+, + 1 + aTtq(p -x,,), I.,,, 5 xht 5 &,(A) 
Case 1. p <x,, 
It then follows that p -x.,~ CO. Since arrrl > A,, _,, A Sf-., + 1 + a,,c4(p - x*) < 0 and negative 
arguments of g+,(.) are not defined. 
Case 2. p = x,, 
Then A.,, _, + 1 + u,*,(p -x3,) = A,,+, + 1 and g,,+l(As,-I + 1) is not defined. 
Case 3. p >xst 
Then a,ta (p - x._) > 0. Therefore, A,, -, + 1 + astq (p - xst I> L-I and &- I(.) is not defined for 
this argument. 
This completes the proof. 
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Lemmas 6-8 settle the question of the meaning of w,~~ < x,i,(h) for A,,-1 < h 5 A,,. We see 
that this indicates that x:,(h) is undefined. Hence, the backwards recursion may be discontinued 
for the current value of zk and the next trial for zk + 1 = zhtl is begun. 
The significance of the Theorem and Lemmas 6-8 is that the entire backwards recursion for 
r,* n 
the optimal values of xZ,,(zk), xZ.,,~,(zr, -fn,m(x;Z;,)xZ,,), . . , xTl(zk - ,=~~_, fvt(xTr)xSt) may be 
calculated, given any value of z~, from equations (36) and (37) without the necessity of ever 
explicitly carrying out the forward calculations. The need for the storage of lengthy tables has 
been eliminated. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The details of how the above theory should be worked into a computer code are beyond the 
scope of this paper. Some considerations are as follows. These are based on our examination of 
some hand calculations. 
First, we may note that if the linear underestimator z = Z Z CijXij is “reasonably close,” i.e., 
the departures from linearity by the piecewise concave functio; are not great, it is likely that the 
optimal basic feasible solution obtained to (2)-(4). will also be the optimal solution to the problem 
using the objective function given by (1). It will be recalled that any solution we seek to (l)-(4) 
will be a basic feasible solution to (2)-(4). Hence, a good solution strategy is to test the optimal 
solution to the linear problem. If it is one of the alternate optima generated by the optimal 
solutions given by equations (36) and (37), it is automatically the optimal solution we seek. 
A second point to be noted is that even if the solution to the linear problem is not optimal, it is 
very probable that the values of .Kij obtained may be close to the optimal values in another basic 
feasible solution. Hence search strategies through combinations of alternate optima should 
embody this consideration. 
A further point to be noted is that since only basic feasible solutions need be considered as 
candidates for optimal solutions and since there are mn variables, of which at most only 
m + n - 1 will be positive in a basic feasible solution, only a small fraction of the total number of 
combinations of the values for each Xij that make up an alternate optimal solution need be tested 
for feasibility. Any potential solution which has more than m + n - 1 positive xii need not be 
considered. This should be an important feature of the search strategy. 
Lastly, many combinations of values of variables making up alternate optimal solutions can 
be seen to violate one or more of the constraints before the entire solution is constructed in the 
backwards calculation using (36) and (37). 
All of the above considerations will be important elements in the construction of a large-scale 
computer code for the solution of concave transportation problems. 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An exact method for solving a class of concave transportation problems has been presented. 
It is assumed that the concave cost functions can be represented as a piecewise linear concave 
function and that the objective function is separable. Dynamic programming methodology has 
been used to search candidate hypersurfaces for the optimal feasible integer solution. The 
explosively great storage requirements for high dimensional dynamic programming has been 
avoided by the development of an analytic representation of the optimal allocation at each stage 
as a function of the amount to be allocated. 
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